Data access statement template

You can use the template provided below to create your data access statement. Please note that this template is designed specifically for items published on the SciLifeLab Data Repository with the ‘request access’ functionality enabled. To complete the template, choose the option(s) within the brackets that apply to your specific case (delete as appropriate). The template uses the Data Use Ontology (DUO) to describe the conditions for data use. You can use the Ontology Lookup Service to browse the DUO.

TEMPLATE

Data access statement

The data cannot be shared openly due to: [ethics approval required/health or medical or biomedical research/publication required/user specific restriction/population origins or ancestry research prohibited/collaboration required/non-commercial use only/not for profit, non-commercial use only/research specific restrictions/time limit on use/not for profit organisation use only/data use modifier/population origins or ancestry research only/genetic studies only/return to database or resource/clinical care use/no general methods research/institution specific restriction/geographical restriction/disease specific research/data use permission/general research use/project specific restriction].

When submitting an access request, please indicate: [name of PI and host organisation/contact details (including your name and email)/scientific purpose of data access request/commitment to inform when the data has been used in a publication/commitment not to host or share the data outside the requesting organisation/statement of non-commercial use of data].

Once the application is received and assessed, access will be granted [if all conditions are fulfilled/upon completion of our user agreement/upon completion of our terms and conditions].